SHA congratulates HK athletes on winning 36 more EAG medals
**********************************************************************

The Secretary for Home Affairs, Mr Tsang Tak-sing, congratulated Hong Kong athletes on winning 12 gold, ten silver and 14 bronze medals in the East Asian Games yesterday (December 12).

"Hong Kong athletes have been achieving outstanding results again. It is most encouraging to learn that they have seized 36 more medals today, in particular the men’s football team strived for their very best even under adversities in the gold medal match, Mr Tsang said.

The Hong Kong delegation has so far won 23 gold, 28 silver and 47 bronze medals in the 2009 EAG.

The list of Hong Kong athletes who won medals yesterday is as follows.

Gold
(1) Wushu - Taolu Nanquan & Nangun all-round Men: He Jingde
(2) Windsurfing Mistral Men Light Weight: Cheng Kwok Fai
(3) Windsurfing Mistral Men Heavy Weight: Leung Ho Tsun
(4) Windsurfing RS:X Women: Chan Wai Kei
(5) Cycling - Road Individual Road Race Men: Tang Wang Yip
(6) Squash Double Women: Chan Ho Ling, Chiu Wing Yin
(7) Squash Double Men: Lau Siu Wai, Ngan Lun Cheung
(8) Squash Double Mixed: Au Chun Ming, Au Wing Chi
(9) Judo -55 kg Men: Yu Kin Ting
(10) Football Men
(11) Wushu - Taolu Daoshu & Gunshu all-round Women: Geng Xiaoling
(12) Wushu - Taolu Jianshu & Qiangshu all-round Women: Zheng Tianhui

Silver
(1) Wushu - Taolu Nanquan & Nandao all-round Women: Yuen Ka Ying
(2) Rowing Men's Four: Chu Ka Ming, Kwan Ki Cheong, Leung Chung Ming, Tang Chiu Mang
(3) Rowing Lightweight Men's Quadruple Sculls: Chow Kwong Wing, Leung Chun Shek, Lo Ting Wai, So Sau Wah
(4) Windsurfing Mistral Men Light Weight: Ma Yik Kau
(5) Windsurfing RS:X Women: Chan Hei Man
(6) Cycling - Road Individual Road Race Men: Yeung Ying Hon
(7) Squash Double Women: Au Wing Chi, Ng Jia Yunn
(8) Squash Double Men: Kwong Yu Shun, Wong Wai Hang
(9) Squash Double Mixed: Chiu Wing Yin, Ngan Lun Cheung
(10) Wushu - Taolu Taijiquan & TaijiJian all-round Men: Hei Zhihong

Bronze
(1) Rowing Men's Double Sculls: Leung Chun Shek, Lok Kwan Hoi
(2) Rowing Women's Double Sculls: Tong Siu Man, Wong Jing
(3) Rowing Men's Single Sculls: Law Hiu Fung
(4) Rowing Women's Single Sculls: Lee Ka Man
(5) Windsurfing Mistral Men Heavy Weight: Tang Kang To
(6) Windsurfing RS:X Men: Chan King Yin
(7) Cycling - Road Individual Road Race Men: Kwok Ho Ting
(8) Athletics Triple Jump Women: Tse Mang Chi
(9) Athletics 1500m Women: Yiu Kit Ching
(10) Judo -45 kg Women: Lui Wing Yin
(11) Badminton Doubles Mixed: Chau Hoi Wah, Wiratama Yohan Hadikusumo
(12) Wushu - Taolu Daoshu & Gunshu all-round Men: Cheng Chung Hang
(13) Wushu - Sanshou 48 kg Women: Chao Ho Yee
(14) Wushu - Sanshou 52 kg Women: Chim Tin Yan
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